
 

 

  

LESSON V - INDUCED TRANSITION 

 

SUPPORTING MATERIAL: INDUCED TRANSITION 
 

 

Welcome to the Module II titled ‘AWARE’ 

 

The objective of this lesson is to familiarize you with the counterproductive habits we fall 

into that take us away from Transurfing’s ideal heightened state of awareness, a state 

where there is an abundance of free energy. 

 

We are endlessly being hooked by pendulums into participating in feeding them, by overly 

worrying and focusing on events such as disasters, war, unemployment, epidemic, social 

panic and poverty.  

 

When we ‘FEED’ pendulums our mental/emotional energy we get caught up in the 

pendulum’s vortex. This is when we experience an induced transition.  

 

This unfavourable event takes us away from beneficial, prosperous life tracks and 

transport us directly to life lines that are not favourable and do not support us or our goals.  

 

In this lesson we will learn how to recognize the moment just before an induced transition 

is about to occur and how to avoid this from happening.  

  
READ  

REALITY TRANSURFING STEPS I-V CHAPTER V 

INDUCED TRANSITION - THE GENERATION SHIFT  

  
SUMMARY  

  
● Everyone creates an individual layer of their own world.  

● If the world were the same for everyone, after several generations life would 

become a living nightmare for everybody.  

● Every individual creates their personal reality that intersects with the rest of the 

world at large.  

● Transurfing makes it viable to return to a place where colours are richer, first 

impressions more vivid, dreams attainable, music is richer, the climate more 

favourable and life sweet.  
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Q & A, Write your answers to later discuss with trainer. 

● Q: What actually happens when a person is affected by Induced Transition? 

● A:  

● Q What is one sure way to avoid getting caught up in an induced transition 

scenario? 

● A: 

  
 

READ  

REALITY TRANSURFING STEPS I-V CHAPTER V 

THE PENDULUMS VORTEX  

  
SUMMARY  

  
● Do not allow negative information into your layer  

● Joy and abundance served less of a purpose throughout human evolution than fear 

and rage, that is why we as humans so easily connect to and through these latter 

negative emotions  

● The media is a prime example, by the use of negative information, a pendulum can 

capture your thought energy to then perpetuate the situation  

● “Do not allow” does not mean strive to avoid, but rather, to intentionally ignore, to 

express no interest  

  

  
Q & A  

  

● Q:  Why does getting caught in the vortex of a pendulum transport you to another 

life track?  

● A:   

● Q: What are some examples of how to ignore an induced transition? 

● A:   

  
  

So we have spoken of the populist media, one of the more powerful and destructive pendulums, 

but what are the pendulums that the media represents. Disaster, war, unemployment, 

pandemic, poverty, fear, panic. These are all fragments of larger more powerful pendulums we 

shall call the matrix and as such independently have the power to offer an induced transition. 

Feeling sadness or guilt for the homeless man on the street corner, focusing on disease 

outbreaks, and following news events on disasters and war are all hooks to get you onto an 

induced transition scenario. Firstly you will lose free energy and secondly you will transition from 

whatever life track you are on and be transported to a life line resonating with your emanating 

thoughts and emotions/feelings, one possibly where you are at the centre of an actual disaster.  
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READ: 

REALITY TRANSURFING STEPS I-V CHAPTER V. 

THE INDUCED TRANSITION - DISASTER, WAR, UNEMPLOYMENT, EPIDEMIC, PANIC, 

POVERTY. 

 

SUMMARY  

  

● An induced transition is accompanied by a negative event in a personal life layer  

● Aggression is mistakenly taken to be a strength and dissatisfaction as a normal 

reaction  

● When a person emanates negative energy they compromise the quality of their 

own life layer  

● The vibration of thought energy radiating from a person who gives their attention 

to tragic events is hooked in the same way as it is by a television series.  

● Anyone who looks for negative information will always find an abundance of it.  

● If you ignore the prod of a destructive pendulum you will never end up in a 

catastrophic event or least the probability of it happening will be close to zero  

● To  ‘let  something  pass  you  by’  means  not  to  absorb  or  react  to  negative 

information; simply ignore it and switch attentions to harmless programs.  

● Panic generates the most intense and quickly induced transition  

● The destructive pendulums sways even higher when you are suffering emotionally  

  
 

Q & A  

  
● Q: Why is this information pertinent to a successful Transurfing experience? ● 

A:   

● Q: What is the simplest way to keep yourself from becoming a victim of a 

pendulums vortex and an induced transition? 

● A: 

  

  

  

  

  

CONCLUSION  

  
According to Transurfing, focusing on misfortune, tragic events and unfortunate 

circumstances only lead to you becoming a victim of these scenarios yourself. This means 

that we do have control, we must recognize, acknowledge and then use the power of this 
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information. If we chose to remain plugged into these pendulums, experiencing induced 

transitions will become a way of life and thus our free energy remains depleted. If you 

manage to become and remain aware of the game being played and take appropriate 

action in unplugging yourself from the game you will notice an immediate difference in 

your energy level, mood and surroundings. According to Transurfing, we cannot change 

the negative aspects of the world we live in “the image in the mirror” but we absolutely 

can change how we manage these aspects in our own personal layer and our response 

to them. When you respond according to the suggested guidelines in Transurfing, you will 

be existing on a higher frequency level and the world will take notice of this. Your light will 

shine brighter and your higher frequency will attract the attention of others. It is all a 

positive chain reaction from there. A shift will take place, people will favour you, and you 

will start thriving in a whole new way that will undoubtedly improve not only your quality 

of life but will support others around you in the awakening process. Focusing on negative 

events does absolutely nothing for the good of humanity, actually the opposite occurs. 

You raising your awareness and existing on a higher frequency will and assist in raising 

the all of our collective consciousness.  

 

Make a note of your answers to all questions 

 

RECOMMENDED:  

 

PLEASE KEEP READING REALITY TRANSURFING STEPS I-V by Vadim Zeland 


